Novel mutations in patients with hereditary red blood cell membrane disorders using next-generation sequencing.
To diagnose and investigate the genotype-phenotype relationship in intractable hereditary red blood cell (RBC) membrane cases, we have utilized next-generation sequencing (NGS) to develop a high-throughput, highly sensitive assay. Three unrelated families including 15 individuals were analysed with a panel interrogating 600 genes related to haematopathy disorders. Where possible, inheritance patterns of pathogenic mutations were determined by sequencing the relatives. We identified 2 novel mutations in ANK1 (Y216X and E142X) responsible for hereditary spherocytosis (HS) that were stop-gain single nucleotide variants (SNVs). Furthermore, a novel SPTA1 mutation (H54P) was identified; it is a nonsynonymous SNV and is associated with hereditary elliptocytosis (HE). In addition, patients who also carried erythropoiesis gene mutations showed more severe disease phenotype. The NGS panel provides a fast and accurate method for molecular diagnosis in patients with intractable hereditary RBC membrane disorders. An approach integrating medical history, clinical and molecular testing, and pedigree analysis is beneficial for these patients and families.